
Cable S-CL020A17 20W USB C to Lightning Angle Joyroom / 20W Ref: 6956116751821
Cable S-CL020A17 20W USB C to Lightning Angle Joyroom / 20W / 1,2m (black)

Joyroom S-CL020A17 20W USB C to Lightning Breakable Cable / 20W / 1.2m (black).
Here is the Joyroom S-CL020A17 cable that will not only meet your charging and data transfer needs, but also revolutionize the way you
use  your  devices.  The  unique  right-angle  design  makes  the  cable  a  great  solution  for  those  who  need  freedom  of  movement  when
topping up their devices. Made of aluminum alloy and braided nylon, it is not only durable, but also elegant.
 
The speed you need
The Joyroom S-CL020A17 cable offers a remarkable 20W of power and data transfer speeds of up to 480 Mbps. This makes it ideal for
those who don't have time to wait. It takes just 30 minutes to replenish your iPhone Pro's power to 65%.
 
Rugged construction
The rugged construction of the cable is a guarantee that it will serve you for a long time, no matter how intensively you use it. The cable
has been additionally coated with a layer of nylon braid, making it not only tangle- and pull-resistant, but also pleasant to the touch. The
curved design of the connector makes the cable fit perfectly in your hand when connected to any device - so you can play a game or
browse social media without worrying about cable damage or discomfort.
 
Safe charging 
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It's worth noting that the cable is compatible with devices equipped with USB-C and Lightning connectors, making it extremely versatile.
A smart temperature sensor takes care of keeping it at a safe level for the batteries, so you don't have to worry about overheating your
phone, tablet, etc. But that's not the end of the advantages - the connector's housing is equipped with an LED indicator, so you'll be able
to find your charging phone more easily after dark.
 
	Manufacturer
	Joyroom
	Model
	S-CL020A17
	Name: 
	Right angle fast charging cable
	Connector type: 
	Type-C to Lightning
	Function: 
	charging/data transmission
	Power: 
	20W
	Transmission speed: 
	480 Mbps
	Material: 
	aluminum alloy + braided nylon

Preço:

Antes: € 3.9975

Agora: € 3.70

Acessórios para telemóveis, USB cables, USB-C - Lightning
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